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PREFILED TESTIMONY OF 
KIRK SHIELDS 1 

ON BEHALF OF GREEN MOUNTAIN POWER 2 

I. INTRODUCTION  3 

Q1. What is your name and business affiliation? 4 

A1. My name is Kirk Shields.  I am employed by Green Mountain Power (“GMP”) as 5 

Director of Development. 6 

 7 

Q2. Please describe your business experience and educational background.  8 

A2. During my nearly twenty years in the electric utility industry, I have worked for Vermont 9 

Electric Power Company and Central Vermont Public Service and am now employed by 10 

GMP.  My experience and background includes portfolio management, competitive 11 

resource solicitations and contract negotiation, risk mitigation structures and other 12 

activities generally related to serving customers cost-effectively through the wholesale 13 

bulk power markets.  I have worked with teams to develop new innovative products and 14 

services for GMP customers, assisted Rutland City in achieving the distinction of 15 

becoming the Solar Capital of New England, and most recently I led development of 16 

several utility-scale solar projects on behalf of GMP customers.  I earned a Bachelor’s 17 

degree in Finance from Southern Connecticut State University and a Master of Business 18 

Administration degree from College of St. Joseph. 19 

 20 

 21 

 22 
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Q3. Have you previously testified before the Vermont Public Service Board (“Board”)? 1 

A3. Yes.  I filed testimony in Dockets 7589 (Granite Reliable Wind Project) and 8098 2 

(Stafford Hill Solar Farm).  I also provided testimony in the GMPSolar Williston, 3 

Richmond, Hartford, Panton, and Williamstown Projects (Dockets 8562, 8564, 8580, 4 

8637, and 8682). 5 

 6 

Q4. What is the purpose of your testimony? 7 

A4.  I discuss GMP’s proposed Joint Venture MicroGrid (“JV MicroGrid”) projects for 8 

customers, the projects’ costs, the ability to reduce power costs, and the grid benefits 9 

associated with those projects. 10 

 11 

Q5. Please provide an overview of the JV MicroGrid projects.  12 

A5. GMP, for the benefit of customers, proposes to construct, own, and operate three solar 13 

array facilities, each with its own integrated battery storage and MicroGrid control 14 

system included.  The proposed projects are in Hartland, Weathersfield, and Newbury, 15 

Vermont, and will be known as the “GMP MicroGrid – Hartland,” “GMP MicroGrid –16 

Weathersfield,” and “GMP MicroGrid – Newbury” projects. 17 

 GMP has initiated development of these projects and has obtained site control for 18 

all three project sites.  A 45-day notice package with the project plans for each project 19 

has also been issued as required under 30 V.S.A. § 248 and Public Service Board Rule 20 

5.400.  Each project will have a nameplate solar generating capacity of approximately up 21 

to 4.99 MW (AC) and will be complemented with a battery system having a nameplate 22 
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rating of approximately 2 MW.  Each battery will be capable of providing full electric 1 

output for up to 4 consecutive hours and each complete system will be able to provide 2 

both solar output and battery output simultaneously.  I discuss the intended goals of 3 

creating these JV MicroGrid systems on behalf of customers in more detail below. 4 

 5 

Q6. What are the goals of these JV MicroGrid projects? 6 

A6. GMP plans to harness energy storage technology to transform the grid, increase 7 

reliability, and reduce costs for customers.  The addition of battery storage as a 8 

complement to the solar projects provides an additional source of dispatchable energy on 9 

the circuit to further contribute to microgrid opportunities in the areas of these projects.   10 

For instance, a modernized electrical microgrid uses equipment and technology to 11 

improve the efficiency, reliability, economics, and sustainability of the services provided 12 

to customers.  The combination of solar and battery storage will eventually be configured 13 

to choreograph how customer loads and generation resources respond to each other as 14 

part of serving customers in a more cost-effective and reliable way.  GMP has four 15 

primary objectives with these MicroGrid projects: 16 

i. Continue to transition toward a more distributed energy grid that uses clean, low-17 

cost energy sources and allows energy to be generated and consumed locally. 18 

ii. Lower costs to GMP customers and improve power quality and reliability. 19 

iii. Reduce capacity market costs and regional network service charges by reducing 20 

load during peak periods – i.e., take down power supply costs by reducing loads 21 

when costs are highest.  22 
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iv. With additional planning and circuit configuration, provide grid resiliency 1 

services to local customers by allowing each local area served by the solar and 2 

battery storage systems to operate as separate distribution islands that are 3 

disconnected from the bulk grid and powered by local distributed energy and 4 

energy storage, during extended planned outages, and during emergency 5 

situations. 6 

 7 

Q7. What are the development timeline and anticipated in-service dates for the 8 

proposed JV MicroGrid projects? 9 

A7. As noted above, development activities are currently underway in order to meet 10 

construction targets for achieving commercial operation for each project in the Fall of 11 

2018.  The 45-day notice periods for the Hartland and Weathersfield projects expire in 12 

mid-April.  The 45-day notice for the Newbury project was filed in March and the notice 13 

period will expire at the end of April. 14 

 Upon expiration of the 45-day notice period, GMP will file a Section 248 petition 15 

for each project with the Public Service Board, requesting a Certificate of Public Good 16 

(“CPG”).  GMP expects the CPG permitting period to potentially last through early 2018.  17 

If permitting efforts are successful, construction would begin in Spring 2018, with 18 

completion of all projects being achieved in the Fall of 2018. 19 

 In the event of an issue during permitting that prevents one of the projects from 20 

moving forward, GMP has also identified alternative project sites and would pursue a 21 
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project on one of these sites in order to deliver three operating projects by the end of 1 

2018. 2 

 3 

Q8. Please summarize the projected costs for the JV MicroGrid projects and explain 4 

how these estimates were developed. 5 

A8. GMP has worked closely with solar and battery vendors to estimate costs for equipment, 6 

materials, and labor for each of the proposed projects.  GMP intends to execute Engineer, 7 

Procure and Construct (“EPC”) contracts for the solar and battery storage components in 8 

Spring 2017 on a fixed-price basis.  EPC contracts will create contractual obligations to 9 

construct and deliver operating systems for a fixed price, significantly reducing 10 

construction cost risk for customers.  Total projected project costs are summarized below: 11 

 12 

Project Interim 
Period 
($000) 

Rate Year 
($000) 

Total  
($000) 

GMP MicroGrid – Hartland $300,000 $15,579,400 $15,879,400 

GMP MicroGrid – Weathersfield $300,000 $12,643,500 $12,943,500 

GMP MicroGrid – Newbury $300,000 $12,602,000 $12,902,000 

$41,725,400 

 13 

 GMP’s capital investment is accounted for in rate base as an investment in 14 

affiliate (similar to how investments are made in VELCO), and the total investment to be 15 

included in rate base will actually be much lower than the total project costs shown in the 16 

table above with the inclusion of a tax equity partner.  The partner will contribute a 17 
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significant amount of equity, in exchange for tax credits and depreciation.  The capital 1 

contributed by the partner will directly reduce GMP’s required investment in the projects, 2 

and also reduce the amount being added to rate base by the same amount as the partner’s 3 

capital contribution to the projects.  Below is a table showing GMP’s expected capital 4 

contribution to the affiliate development company, net of the partner’s capital 5 

contribution, which also represents the amount of capital that would be included as 6 

additional rate base (through investments in affiliates).  The reduction in rate base, 7 

relative to a structure in which GMP does not take on a tax partner, is approximately 8 

$15M, a significant upfront reduction in cost for customers. 9 

Project Interim Period 
($000) 

GMP Share of Rate 
Year ($000) 

GMP Share of 
Total  
($000) 

GMP MicroGrid – 
Hartland $300,000 $9,707,640 $10,007,640 

GMP MicroGrid – 
Weathersfield $300,000 $7,906,100 $8,206,100 

GMP MicroGrid – 
Newbury $300,000 $7,881,500 $8,181,500 

Total: $26,395,240 

 10 

Exhibit GMP-KS-1 provides additional information including plant addition amounts, 11 

in-service dates, and project criteria. 12 

 13 

Q9. Please elaborate on the expected benefits these projects will provide to customers. 14 

A9. First, there are the traditional electrical benefits of the solar generating resources, i.e. 15 

energy, capacity, and RECs, all of which are amplified by the fact that the projects are 16 
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expected to have a useful life longer than twenty-five years, which means that after the 1 

projects are fully depreciated, they will effectively provide “free power” to customers. 2 

Second, the combination of solar and storage provides other unique and valuable 3 

benefits for customers.  With the deep penetration of net metered solar in GMP’s service 4 

area and in Vermont, the system peak is moving later into the afternoon when solar 5 

production begins to drop off, so the complementary battery storage system can help 6 

achieve deeper load reductions by discharging later in the afternoon where the new peak 7 

is, thereby boosting the amount of load reduction being provided by the solar production.  8 

Many of the market and ancillary service charges that GMP incurs from ISO-NE are 9 

allocated based on pro rata load.  Decreases in load provide direct savings to customers 10 

from lower costs allocated to GMP related to transmission, capacity, reserves, regulation 11 

services, and other costs.   12 

GMP’s overall strategy with the JV MicroGrid projects is to stack benefits by 13 

deploying the battery under different use cases in order to maximize the value of the 14 

battery and reduce the net power costs for customers.  In particular, those stacked benefits 15 

for customers include peak shaving to reduce capacity requirements, energy arbitrage, 16 

and frequency regulation.  Based on our understanding of the different roles that this type 17 

of battery is able to serve, the two primary-use cases are peak shaving and regulation 18 

market services. 19 

Discharging the battery to achieve peak shaving will decrease GMP’s system 20 

loads during potential peak-setting periods.  System loads are used by ISO-NE for 21 

calculating the company’s annual Capacity Load Obligation and its monthly network 22 
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load used for allocating Regional Network Service (“RNS”), or transmission costs.  1 

Lower loads and peak loads reduce obligations in markets that are charged to load-2 

serving entities based on pro rata load share. 3 

As GMP operates the battery to shave peaks, we also expect to achieve some 4 

energy arbitrage benefits, when the battery is charged during hours when energy market 5 

prices (“LMP”) are relatively low due to lower relative electricity demand, and then 6 

discharged when system loads and LMPs are relatively high.  The next highest value for 7 

the battery is through participation in the Regulation Market, where the battery can be 8 

dispatched by ISO-NE to charge or discharge on very short notice, in 4-second intervals, 9 

thereby helping the regional grid balance generation and loads in real time. 10 

Customers can also benefit from increased service reliability where, with future 11 

planning, GMP could isolate a discrete section of the circuit that the project is connected 12 

to during extended outage events, i.e. Irene or Katrina, and maintain service to customers 13 

located within that isolated section.  Having the ability to sectionalize areas of the 14 

distribution grid in this way will provide an additional layer of reliability for customers, 15 

creating a microgrid within the larger grid, supported by distributed generation and 16 

battery storage.  This represents the future for leveraging distributed generation benefits 17 

for customers to drive down costs.  GMP intends to use a tax equity partnership to 18 

develop these projects on behalf of customers, in order to make the most efficient use of 19 

the available federal tax credits and deliver the most cost-effective energy products for 20 

customers.  The Investment Tax Credits (“ITC”) that are available for solar and storage 21 

projects are very valuable to customers and significantly reduce overall project costs.  22 
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The ITC is a tax credit of 30% of eligible project costs, and reduce the costs borne by 1 

customers by a very significant amount.  The ITC alone is worth over $11,000,000 as a 2 

cost reduction to customers.  Because of FERC accounting rules, GMP is unable to use 3 

the ITC for the benefit of customers right on day 1; however, a tax partner can help 4 

monetize tax attributes, including ITC and depreciation, in order to harvest those tax 5 

savings on day 1.  As illustrated above, those combined tax attributes are expected to 6 

reduce total capital costs to customers by approximately $15,000,000.  Discussions with 7 

potential tax equity partners are ongoing.  GMP most recently employed this partnership 8 

development strategy for the GMPSolar projects that were completed in 2016. 9 

Lastly, GMP has the opportunity to earn a developer fee for initiating and 10 

developing these projects on behalf of customers.  The developer fee is earned by GMP, 11 

and payable by the tax partnership, when the projects are completed and appraised at a 12 

value higher than the cost of the sum of their parts.  The difference between appraised 13 

value and cost is available as a developer fee and can be up to 15% of cost.  The proceeds 14 

from the developer fee flow directly 100% to customers as an offset to power costs and 15 

provide another benefit that would not be available to customers through other means 16 

such as when contracting for power through a power purchase agreement, or similar. 17 

 18 

Q10. Does this conclude your testimony? 19 

A10. Yes. 20 
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